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Introduction
This book includes the original, peer-reviewed research papers from the 2nd
International Conference on Electrical Systems, Technology and Information
(ICESTI 2015), held during 9–12 September 2015, at Patra Jasa Resort & Villas
Bali, Indonesia.
The primary objective of this book is to provide references for dissemination and
discussion of the topics that have been presented in the conference. This volume is
unique in that it includes work related to Electrical Engineering, Technology and
Information towards their sustainable development. Engineers, researchers as well
as lecturers from universities and professionals in industry and government will
gain valuable insights into interdisciplinary solutions in the ﬁeld of Electrical
Systems, Technology and Information, and its applications.
The topics of ICESTI 2015 provide a forum for accessing the most up-to-date
and authoritative knowledge and the best practices in the ﬁeld of Electrical
Engineering, Technology and Information towards their sustainable development.
The editors selected high quality papers from the conference that passed through a
minimum of three reviewers, with an acceptance rate of 50.6 %.
In the conference there were three invited papers from keynote speakers, whose
papers are also included in this book, entitled: “Computational Intelligence based
Regulation of the DC bus in the On-Grid Photovoltaic System”, “Virtual
Prototyping of a Compliant Spindle for Robotic Deburring” and “A Concept of
Multi Rough Sets Deﬁned on Multi-Contextual Information Systems”.
The conference also classiﬁed the technology innovation topics into ﬁve parts:
“Technology Innovation in Robotics, Image Recognition and Computational
Intelligence Applications”, “Technology Innovation in Electrical Engineering,
Electric Vehicle and Energy Management”, “Technology Innovation in Electronic,
Manufacturing, Instrumentation and Material Engineering”, “Technology
Innovation in Internet of Things and Its Applications” and “Technology Innovation
in Information, Modeling and Mobile Applications”.
In addition, we are really thankful for the contributions and for the valuable time
spent in the review process by our Advisory Boards, Committee Members and
Reviewers. Also, we appreciate our collaboration partners (Petra Christian
xiii
University, Surabaya; Gunadarma University, Jakarta; UBAYA, Surabaya,
University of Ciputra, Surabaya, Institute of National Technology, Malang and
LNEE Springer, Germany), our supporting institution (Oulu University, Finland,
Widya Mandala Catholic University, Surabaya and Dongseo University, Korea)
and our sponsors (Continuing Education Centre, Petra Christian University,
Surabaya and Patrajasa Resort Hotel, Bali).
On behalf of the editors Felix Pasila
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Chapter 23
Vehicle Security and Management System
on GPS Assisted Vehicle Using Geofence
and Google Map
Lanny Agustine, Egber Pangaliela and Hartono Pranjoto
Abstract Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver installed in motor vehicles
have been used to track vehicles. The position of vehicle is transmitted via a
wireless network using cellular telephone network known as GSM (Global System
for Mobile communication). A vehicle that has GPS receiver installed onboard
connected with GPRS modem and connected to a computer system in the Internet
can be monitored and then provide alert when it travels outside the predeﬁned area.
This area is very important for many situations such as city car rental, trucking
company to send goods from one city to another and logistic company with many
ﬂeets. The system designed here is a module with a GPS and a GPRS already
integrated in one module. The output of the GPS receiver is connected to a
microcontroller. The microcontroller dictates which data is collected via the GPS
receiver and then sends the information to a computer system via GPRS modem.
The microcontroller also receives command from the computer system via the
GPRS connection and then can acct accordingly, such as change the frequency of
geo-coordinate or turn the vehicle engine off if necessary. This device will help the
user to track its vehicle via Google Map with the GPS coordinate data sent to the
database server every 10. This device will enable the operator to turn off the vehicle
engine and one other device onboard the vehicle if necessary. With the feature of
Geofence on the Web server using HTML5, a virtual fence has been built around
the Google Map and when the vehicle moving outside the fence the user can be
alerted either via email or color change on the web page. The device has been tested
and shown to be working with all the conditioned mentioned above. The computer
system that displays the web page together with the geofence has been developed
and shown to be working properly as indicated.
Keywords Vehicle geofence  Google map  Fleet management  GPS assisted
vehicle tracking
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23.1 Introduction
Vehicle tracking system using Global Positioning System (GPS) is a system that
uses the GPS to locate the geographic coordinate of vehicle was developed pre-
viously [1]. The device itself is basically a radio receiver tuned into the frequency of
the transmitting frequency of the GPS satellites in which it enables the receiver to
compute its geographic coordinate. There are several data sets that can be obtained
from the GPS satellites such as the accurate position of the receiver within certain
radius, number of satellites received by the unit, speed of the GPS receiver moving,
and accurate date/time based on the Universal Time Coordinated). Distance
between the transmitting satellites and the GPS receiver is determined by using
accurate time lapse between the satellites—which uses very accurate atomic
clock—and the receiver using less accurate quartz crystal. Although the crystal
clock is less accurate, but the result of the distance is still very accurate up to one
meter resolution or less. The signal sent by the satellites includes the timestamp of
the signal send and the receiver will determine the distance by measuring the time
to travel to the receiver.
Using a triangulation method based on the distance from the GPS satellites, the
position of the GPS receiver will be known precisely within a few meters as
describe in [1–5]. This can be achieved because the precise position of the GPS
satellites is excellent and reliable. Uncertainties of the distance can arise because of
several physical phenomena such as temperature gradient on the atmosphere, signal
bounce due to objects, and strength of satellites signals received by the GPS
receiver. Other data is also obtained from the GPS receiver such as speed of the
vehicle moving, heading of the movement of the GPS receiver, accuracy of posi-
tion, number of satellite signal received, and strength of the signal received.
Data send from the GPS receiver is generally already in digital format and send
to a computer or microcontroller using serial connection with signal amplitude of
0–5 V. Format of the data is already standardized using format of NMEA-0183 with
the latest standard being version 4.10. Based on the NMEA-0183 standard, the
serial data rate of the GPS receiver is 4800 bits per second with 8 bits of data and
one stop bit (4800 bps 8N1).Other than sending data via this serial connection,
setting of the GPS receiver can be performed via this serial connection. Setting
includes the data format, unit of measurement, and time information.
The GPS data obtained from a moving vehicle is transmitted using wireless data
network from part of the GSM (Global System for Mobile Communication) also
known as cellular telephone. The data component part of the GSM is called General
Packet Radio Service (GPRS) can connect to the host computer with speed up to
128 kbit/s which is fast enough for this application. In order to use the GPRS part of
the GSM network, a GPRS modem is needed to connect the data portion of the
wireless network. The GPRS modem connects to the microcontroller via a serial
connection similar to the connection to the GPS mentioned previously.
Figure 23.1 illustrates the system used for Vehicle security and management
system on GPS assisted vehicle using geofence and Google map system. There are
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GPS satellites to assist the GPS receiver mounted on vehicles to be monitored to
ﬁnd their geographical coordinates. The coordinates of the vehicles are send via
GPRS modem using GSM network to the Internet to a computer system—usually in
a data center—with database server and web server already installed on the system.
An operator—also connected to the Internet—access the server via web browser to
access the coordinate data of the vehicles to be monitored. The web server of the
computer system with HTML5 capability can provide the geolocation of the vehicle
to be monitored on the web page overlaid with the map of the location using
Google Map.
The operator has several monitoring privileges and control of the vehicle.
Operator can track the vehicle and place a geo-fence around the vehicle and some
other features discussed later. With this feature, a vehicle that is going beyond the
geo-fence or virtual fence can be displayed on the screen and operator can be
visually alerted and then can take action accordingly.
23.2 System Design and Constructions
The system design of the vehicle security and management system in block diagram
is shown in Fig. 23.2. There is a GPS module and a GPRS module integrated in one
larger module in SIMCOM 908. This system also has a power management module
to control the charging of a backup lithium battery which will be used to power the
system in case there is a power failure of the main power system. Each of the
modules (GPS and GPRS) has serial input/output UART (Universal Asynchronous
GPS Satellites
GSM & GPRS network
Operator
Data center
Vehicles to be monitored
Fig. 23.1 Vehicle monitoring/management system using GPS via GPRS network
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Receiver Transmitter) in which the devices will send or receive the data. The serial
input/output is connected to a microcontroller ATMEGA 164PA which has two
serial input/output. All of the modules are powered using the same power supply
which is 3.3 V which can be obtained from the external power or from the internal
lithium battery.
23.2.1 Global Positioning System (GPS)
Global Positioning System (GPS) is a satellite based positioning, in which there is
a need for at least three visible satellites to determine the position—including
altitude—of a GPS receiver. The basic method of position determination is trilat-
eration which has been described elsewhere [6–8]. In reality with more than three
visible satellites, the accuracy of the position will increase and accuracy can be
within 2 m in many situations where there is not much obstruction to the satellite
signals. In many situations the signal strength received from the satellites will also
improve the accuracy the calculation of the position. On the average without any
special antenna a GPS receiver can detect 7–11 satellites at the same time with
signal strength between 11 and 25 dB with accuracy of less than 5 m.
Most GPS systems have serial output similar to RS-232 or UART (Universal
Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter) and the output format usually comply with the
NMEA-0183 output. Serial output of NMEA-0183 compliance device will have
character ‘$’ as the ﬁrst character followed by two characters talker identiﬁcation
such as ‘GP’ for GPS device. The next identiﬁer after the $GP are three letter-
identiﬁer related to the GPS data such as GGA (constant GPS data), GLL
(Geographic Position Latitude/Longitude), GSA (GNSS/Global Navigation
Satellite Systems Dilution of Accuracy), ZDA (GPS time and date Information),
VTG (Course Over Ground and Ground Speed), RMB (Recommended Minimum
Navigation Information), and RMC (Recommended Minimum Speciﬁc GNSS
External power 
from vehicle
Power 
Management
Internal GPS 
system battery 
GPS 
Module
GPRS 
Module 
SIMCOM908
ATMEL 
ATMEGA 
164PA
Digital output
power
data Digital display 
output
Digital input
Digital output
Fig. 23.2 Block diagram of vehicle monitoring/management system using GPS via GPRS
network
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Data). The data followed after the three-letter-identiﬁer is data related to the
identiﬁer. For example, after ZDA identiﬁer, the time and date data will follow,
each data are separated by comma and then the last data is character ‘*’ followed by
the checksum data of two characters ended by < CR > <LF > [9, 10].
23.2.2 General Packet Radio Service (GPRS)
General packet radio service (GPRS) is a packet oriented mobile data service
available to users of the 2nd generation cellular communication systems global
system for mobile communications (GSM). This system developed here uses the
2nd generation instead of the 3G system. In 2G systems, GPRS provides data rates
of 56–114 kbit/s [1, 2, 11, 12]. The purpose of this system is to communicate data
from the GPS to the computer which is attached to the Internet. Detail connection of
a GPRS modem to the Internet is described in details in [1].
Connection establishment from the device to the GPRS network is conducted via
a GPRS modem with connection which has a serial connection to computer/
microprocessor. Command to connect to the GPRS network is via Hayes command
which is also known as AT+ command (Attention Command) [13–15].
23.2.3 SIMCOM908 (GPS and GPRS Modules in One Unit)
One of the most important modules used in this device is SIMCOM908. It is a
module which comprise of a GPS module which is described above combined with
a GPRS and GSM modules integrated into one larger module with its function
blocks shown in Fig. 23.3a.
As shown in Fig. 23.3a, this module also has a power management module
which is utilized to manage internal rechargeable battery. This battery is a backup
power in case the external power from the car battery is unplugged and the backup
in embedded inside the unit. Charge management unit include the full power
recharge if the backup battery is low in power, trickle charge the backup battery for
a period of time when it is full, and then stop the charging when the backup battery
is completely full. Figure 23.3a also shows that the module has module has com-
plete GPS receiver, complete GPRS packet data connection along with GSM
telephone with external SIM card connection for the GSM with ‘Mini SIM (2FF)’
form factor. The GPS, GSM and GPRS unit are controlled by two different UART
port, one UART for the GPS and the other UART for the GSM/GPRS unit.
The GSM module is Quad-band with power to the SIM card (1.8–3 V) compatible
with providers in Indonesia. Serial port connection support data rate from 4800 to
115,200 bit/second (bps). Figure 23.3b is the photograph of the top side of the
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module and Fig. 23.3c is the bottom part. Antennas for the GSM and GPS module
are connected via two different I-Pex connectors on the component side as shown in
Fig. 23.3b. The same module is used in previous work [1].
Power
Management
Unit
Analog
base
band
Digital
base
band
GSM Audio
ADC
Real Time
Clock
Power
Suppy
GPS
Receiver
SIM Card
UART GPRS
Keypad/
GPIO
PWM
I2C
LCD/SPI
UART GPS
Digital Interface
Radio
Frequency
Flash Memory
(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 23.3 a SIMCOM908nfunction block with power management. b Top view of SIMCOM908
module with I-Pex antenna connector. c Bottom view of SIMCOM908 module with the pin
connection to PCB
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23.2.4 Microcontroller ATMEL ATMEGA164PA
The SIMCOM908 module used for this device has two serial UART connections to
control the GPS and GPRS modules. Controlling the sub-system requires two
different UART connections that can be active at the same time, therefore a
microprocessor with two serial ports will be used. The choice of this system is the
ATMEGA164PA. This microcontroller has two independent serial ports that can be
programmed for different types of data requirements.
23.2.5 Data Connection to the Server in Internet
Before sending the data, GPRS modem must establish data connection via APN
(Access Point Name) which is the gateway to the public Internet. A user needs to
know the APN the provider in order to connect, and the information is usually
available in the Internet. Connection to the APN will involve sending the user name
and the password. Usually the provider will inform the username and password, but
it must be programmed ﬁrst in the microcontroller.
After the establishment of data connection, the system onboard the vehicle will
start sending information of its location, speed, heading and other information to the
computer system in the Internet which already has MySQL database application
software installed. MySQL is a Relational Database Management System
(REBMS) capable of handling large amount of data arranged as tables with rows
and columns.
Google Maps is a web mapping service application and technology provided by
Google free of charge—for non-commercial use—that provides information about
geographical region such as road and places. Google Maps uses JavaScript very
extensively together with the API key to display the map. Google user account is
needed via ‘https://developers.google.com/maps/licensing’ to obtain the key. After
the connection to the Internet, this system has to connect to the proper website to
display the location of the vehicle using Google Map. The website is coded into the
system is ‘www.gpsfence.web.id’.
23.3 Implementation of the GPS/GPRS System
and Geo-Fence Web Interface
The vehicle tracking system using GPS and GPRS for data connection has been
designed and constructed using all the subsystem mentioned above. The system
uses double sided board to conserve space with the SIM908 on one side together
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with several external parts such as output driver and regulator. The top part of the
system with the SIM908 module is shown in Fig. 23.4a. Shown also in this ﬁgure
the pigtail for the antennas, the top part is the GPS antenna connector while the
bottom connection is for the GPRS antenna. Figure 23.4b is the reverse side of the
circuit board. On this side there is the microprocessor in the form of SMT quad
pack together with the crystal and the SIM card holder, and two regulators and on
the left-hand side of the board there is an 8-pin header for the programming of the
microprocessor via the ISP port of the microcontroller.
The vehicle location information obtained from the GPS is stored in a database
ﬁle (MySQL) with the data shown in Table 23.1. Other than geographic data, the
time, battery condition and vehicle status are also stored in the database and can be
Fig. 23.4 a Top side of the
GPS vehicle tracking with the
SIM908 module shown on top
of it. b Bottom side of the
GPS vehicle tracking with
microprocessor and SIM card
shown
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recalled from the web by clicking on the marker of the vehicle. The database and
also the web interface can be accessed via http://www.gpsfence.web.id.
Data transmission from the GPS to the database is done via GPRS wireless
connection which has been discussed previously. Data connection has been tested
with all the prepaid GSM network in Indonesia and it has been shown to work
properly. For this work, the data connection uses Telkomsel GSM provider with the
Access Point Name (APN) coded internally to the microcontroller. The code for the
work has been discussed elsewhere [1].
The web page stated on the address above is HTML5 capable and therefore can
accommodate geofence and the ﬁrst page shown is similar to Fig. 23.5. When the
location of the vehicle is within the geofence (made with gray color of a
quad-angle) the marker is shown red and when the location is outside the fence,
then the marker is shown as blue color. Clocking on the market will show that the
location is inside or outside the geofence. In this ﬁgure the vehicle is monitored
using the GPS and shown to be inside the geo fence (four locations) and two
locations are outside the fence. The page will also show that the vehicle is outside
the fence when the mouse is clicked. When the vehicle inside the fence is clicked,
then a window will show that the vehicle is inside the fence as shown in Fig. 23.6.
A vehicle equipped with GPS receiver can obtain its geographical coordinate
easily and accurately and the data can be sent to a server in the Internet via GPRS
wireless network. The data can then be displayed/overlaid using map to indicate the
location of the vehicle and then can be enhanced further by displaying a virtual
fence called geofence. With this geofence, the vehicle can be enclosed to be at
certain area of operation and when it moved outside the speciﬁed enclosed position
Table 23.1 Parameters saved on the database for the information of the vehicle
Field Parameter saved
UTC Time data are taken based on the Universal Time Coordinated time zone
Longitude Longitude coordinate of the vehicle in signed degree format (DDD.dddd) from
−180 East to +180 West
Latitude Latitude coordinate of the vehicle in signed degree (DD.dddd) from −90 North
to +90 South
GPSU Number of satellites visible to the GPS receiver and used to calculate the
position
Speed Speed of the vehicle in kilometer per hour
Internal
battery
Internal battery capacity in percent
External
power
Indicator of external battery connection
Relay 1 ON/OFF condition (usually for engine, normally open)
Relay 2 On/OFF condition usually for external alarm or others (normally closed)
Emergency On/OFF condition of emergency button, normally off/open
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an operator can be alerted. With this alert system, the vehicle can be more secured
against any wrong doing or any other bad intention and thus the security of the
vehicle is enhanced even further (Fig. 23.7).
Fig. 23.6 First page of the vehicle tracked inside and inside the geo-fence
Fig. 23.5 First page of the vehicle tracked inside and outside the geo-fence
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23.4 Conclusion
This work has shown the work of tracking the vehicle using GPS and GPRS is
successful. From the end result of data, they show that the vehicle can be tracked
properly using GPS and GPRS. When the emergency button is pressed for more
than 3 s the status will be displayed on the web page. Control of vehicle can be
carried out by the operator in charge of the vehicle to turn on and turn of the vehicle
or part of the vehicle when necessary.
Fig. 23.7 a Vehicle is outside the fence after reshaping the geo-fence. b Vehicle is inside the
fence after reshaping the geo-fence
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